
 

 

 

Ailalá-Ailaleo ‘Ailalá Tinto’ 
(Ribeiro D.O.) 
100% Sousón  

 
 
 

The Ailalá Tinto comes from beautiful vineyards from 
within the Avia Valley. The Tinto is a field blend but is 
vast majority is made up of the grape Sousón. Natural 
fermentation takes place in stainless steel, and then a 
short (4 months) time is devoted to French barrels to 
round out this beautiful red.  The result is fresh and 
lively with spicy character and delicious acidity.  A 
sure wine to grace most every dinner table, and 
never to forget its fun and lively concept that makes 
this wine so delicious and approachable.     
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